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The Religious Tendencies
Of
Edgar Allan Poe
Outline
I Introduction
1. Nothing has been written on Poe’s religion,
a. Unjust criticism of I'Jr. Griswold
2. "Eureka” is the only one of Poe’s works that
attempts to formulate his religion.
a, A fev/ hints found in other works
3. Attempt to shov/ a God consciousness in his
v/orship of beauty.
II Religious training received by Poe as a child
and a young man.
1. Association v;ith Memorial Church in Richmond
2. Influence of foster-parents
3. Evidence given by Susan Archer \7eiss
4. Life at Stoke Nev/ington
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III Poe’s acOLuaintance with and understanding of
the Bible as shown in his works.
1. ^.notations from "Silence” and "Shadow"
2. Parallelism and repetition show familiarity
with Hebrev/ v/ri tings.
3. References to the Scriptures
4. Similiarity of subject matter
5. William Mentzel Forrest’s study of "Biblical
Allusions in Poe"
IV Religious beliefs asserted in his criticisms
and reviews.
1. "Incidents of Travel in Sgypt, Arabia, Pet-
roea and the Holy Land" by John Loyd Stephens.
2. Review of Zanoni
3. Longfellow’s "Excelsior"
V Resolutions from his letters
1, Letters to V/illiam Poe, J.P. Kennedy, F.W.
Thomas, I^r. Lowell, Virginia, iCrs. Shew, Mrs.
Richmond, and Mrs. V/hitman.
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VI Suggestions from his poetry
1. The Happiest Day, The Happiest Hour
2. Tamerlane
3. Annabel Lee
4. To Helen
5. For Annie
6. To Mother
7. Eldorado
VII Resolutions from^Eureka”
.
1. Nature of '’Eureka”
2. Q,uotatlons from ’’Eureka”
3. Suggestions of pantheism
a. Resented by Poe
4. Belief in volition of G-od
VIII Miscellaneous hints concerning his belief in
the immortality of the soul.
1. Poe is pronounced a pantheist and a material-
ist by George E. Woodberry
2. Criticism of Woodberry ’s judgment by C.
Alphonzo Smith
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3. Poe’s last words as revealed by Dr. John
J. Moran
4. Unjust criticism of Poe by Mary Devereaux
5. Rufus Wilmot Griswold as Poe’s enemy
6. Quotations from ’’Edinburgh Reviev/”
7. Articles from ’’Marginalia” which refer to
religion
IX Conclusion
X Summary
XI Bibliography
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1
Edgar Allan Poe
By night he roamed along the haunted shore
And on the vacant summit of the hills,
Held converse v/ith the vast; while evermore
The av/ful mystery with which nature thrills
V/hispering the poets heart, and thence distills
The essence of her beauty , -wrapt his soul
Bouyant and glorious, with such pov/er as fills
The dread expanse, where sky and ocean roll,
Thought measureless, supreme, and feeling past
control.
He was the voice of beauty and of v/oe.
Passion and mystery and the dread unknovra.
Pure as the mountain of perpetual snow.
Gold as the icy winds that round them moan,
Park as the caves wherein earth’s thunders groan,
Wild as the tempests of the upper sky
Sweet as the faint far-off, celestial tone
Of angel’s whispers fluttering from on high,
And tender as love’s tear, when youth and beauty
die.
1. V/ritten by William Winter, and read at the ceremony of
unveiling the actor’s monument to Edgar Allan Poe, on
May 4, 1885, in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Nev/ York.
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I Introduction
Fev/ v/riters have become interested at all
in Edgar Allan Poe’s religion, and those biographers
who have dared to mention it have alluded to various
tendencies ranging all the v/ay through atheism, mater-
ialism, pantheism, and the most othodox forms. This
fact influences us to believe that Poe did not evi-
dence his religious beliefs; and that doubtless the
cause for this v/as that, though his religion occupied
his mind at times, he v/as unable to formulate his own
opinions on the matter. In 1648 Poe wrote the follov/-
ing woEds which lead me to believe this:
”No man doubts the immortality of the soul,
yet of all truths this truth of immortality is the
most difficult to prove by any mean series of syllo-
gisms However well a man may reason on the
great topics of God and immortality, he will be forc-
ed to admit tacitly in the end, that God and irnmortal-
1
ity are things to be left rather than demonstrated.”
1. ’’Eureka - Prose Poem - ivlaterial and Spiritual
Universe” - E. A. Poe
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If we v/ere influenced by Mr, Rufus V/ilmot
Griswold’s opinion of Poe, v/e would not attempt a
search for religion in a soul so degraded:
"Poe exhibits scarcely any virtue in
either his life or his v/orks. Probably there is
not another instance in the literature of one lang-
uage in v/hich so much has been accomplished v/ithout
a recognition or a manifestation of conscience
In Poe’s v/orks there is constantly displayed the most
touching melancholy, the most extreme and terrible
1
despair, but never reverence or remorse,"
In case Mr. Grisv/old may have been mis-
taken, or in case his animosity may have influenced
him to write unjustly, v/e had better look deep into
the soul of our friend to discover
,
if possible,
v/hat he may have hidden in its deepest recesses
v/ith the feeling that there are thoughts too sacred
to be led out into the pages of literature. Perhaps
you may find somev/here protected by heavy veils a
f*
clue to this finer nature of the poet.
1. E. A. Poe - '//orks - Notice of His Life and Genuis
by R. V/. Grisv/old.
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It is in vain, hov/ever, that vie search
through the pages of most of his v/orks. In any of
his short stories vie may trace evidences enough of
sorrow and gloom; and there is often shown an in-
terest in the supernatural without an expression
of divine control. From no works, with the possible
exception of "Eureka", do vie find any formulation
of religious thinking. In spite of this fact, from
v/idely separated and varied sourses .may he found a
fevi truths and numberless hints v/hich v/ill aid us
to see a bit of the v/ay into the soul of this gen-
uis of letters. It is my purpose to present them
in this paper v/ith the hope that vie may be led to
believe v/ith Dr. Ulisse Artensi, a Poe enthusiast,
in Italy, that Poe v/as sent by God as a celestial
messenger to earthborn toilers in the shadov/; or
with Charles Baudelaire, a French critic and trans-
lator, v/ho wrote in his journal, "I swear to myself
hAncerorth to pray every morning to Poe". I believe
that vie may at least prove that, contrary to general
belief, Poe, though not bound to a definite creed
nor presenting any outv/a.rd shov/ of religion, yet had
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in his soul so fine a regard for purity and heauty
that it, though distinct from religion, flov/ed over
from the fullness of his heart into religious pass-
ion. He may not have recognized this fact himself;
but if v/e find this true it v/ill prove that the re-
ligious emotion v;as not lacking entirely, and the
time may come v:hen Edgar Allan Poe, the pantheist,
a.gnostic, or atheist, may be looked up to as a si-
lent v/orshipper of the God of Beauty, Purity, and
Love. Poe’s ov;n words give expression to my theory,
when he says:
"In every glimpse of beauty presented
,
we
catch through long and wild vistas, dim bewildering
visions of a far more ethereal beauty beyond."
Only the most sincere consideration and
contemplation of earthly beauty could excite a soul
to this elevation. And so, I nelieve, it v/as through
this avenue that Poe had his occasional glimpses of
God.
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ll Religious training received by Poe as a child
and a young man.
Nearly all of Poe’s biographers remind
us of his early associations v/ith the old Memorial
Church on Broad Street, in Richmond, Virginia. This
church has been erected on the site of the Richmond
Theatre as a memorial to those v/ho had perished in
the fire v/hich destroyed it. It is interesting to
connect v/ith this the fact that it v/as in this
theatre tha.t Poe’s mother struggled during her last
days, in an attempt to support her little family;
and it v/as shortly after her death that the theatre
v/as destroyed. The church is an impressive one v/ith
a monument to the sufferers at the entrance. There
are beautiful frescoes of the heavenly regions,
tablets v/ith the ten commandments, and over the chan-
cel is a beautiful text in gold letters, ”G-ive ear 0
Lord”. Mary Brockenbrough, v/ho v/as one year younger
than Poe, remembered on looking back to their child-
hood that the children used to try out their spelling
on this text. She speaks particularly of Poe as ” a
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pretty little boy with big eyes and curly hair” v/ho
stood hypnotized before it.
The Allan ’ s , Poe ’ s foster-parents, sat
directly in front of the pulpit in pew eighty.
Bishop Moore v/as the rector at this time. Poe v/ent
regularly to church here, though, as Hervey Allen
says, "the effect upon Israfel vre can only surmise,
probably it v/as the usual one." Mrs. Allan was
knov/n as a very pious person and Poe must have felt
her influence very keenly, for v/e knov/ that he al-
ways referred to his foster-mother in terms of love
and apprecia.tion. Not so much can be said of his
foster-father’s religious influence. His attitude
v/as a more philosophical one and may account for Poe’s
1
later interest in metaphysical science.
Susan Archer Weiss says of Poe, " I ha.ve
an impression, too vague to be asserted as fact, that
Edgar Allan Poe v/as confirmed at the same time as his
sister and Mary Mackenzie, at St. John’s Church, and
by the clergyman v/ho had baptized them. To any in-
q.uiry as to his religious denomination, he alv/ays
1. Israfel - The Life and Works of Edgar Allan Poe
Hervey Allen
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ansv/ered, ’ I am an Episcopalian’. But it vms often
remarked upon ly their friends in Richmond that
neither he nor Rosalie had ever been knov;n to mani-
fest a sign of religious feeling or of interest in
religious things. It v/as noticeable in both, phreno-
logically considered, that the organ of veneration
v/as so undeveloped as to give a depressed or flat
appearance to the top of the head when seen in pro-
file. And it was knov/n to Poe’s intimate friends
that, while he believed in s supreme being, he had
1
no faith in the doctrine of the Divinity of Christ”.
This presents a dark picture of the
poet’s religious life, but there remains another
significant fact v/hich v/as also observed by the
people of Richjnond: Poe was a lover of church music,
which shov/s to one v/ho looks beneath the surface
that he had a soul capable of being stirred by the
loftiest expression of adoration. In Poe’s ’’Poetic
Principle” we find these v/ords: ”It is in music, per-
haps, that the soul most nearly attains the great end
for T/hich v/hen inspired by the poetic sentiment, it
struggles - the creation of supernal beauty".
1. Rome Life of Poe. Susan Archer Y/eiss
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In 1816 Poe arrived in London v/ith
his foster-parents. Five years of his life v/ere spent
at Stoke Nev/ington, and of this village and the Manor
House School he gives the follov/ing description in
"V/illiam V/ilson” v/hich expresses his boyhood re-
miniscences :
"This prison-like rampart formed the limit
of our domain: beyond it we savr but tv/ice a v/eek -
once every Saturday afternoon, attended by tv/o ush-
ers, v/e Y/ere permitted to take brief v/alks in a body
through the neighboring fields, and twice during Sun-
day v/hen we were paraded in the same formal manner to
the morning service in the one church of the village.
Of this church the principal of our school v/as pastor.
Of hov/ deep a spirit of wonder and perplexity was I
v/ont to regard him from our remote pev/ in the gallery,
as, v/ith a, step solemn and slov/, he ascended the pul-
pit J This reverend man, v/ith countenence so demure-
ly benign, v/ith robes so glossy and clerically flov/-
ing, v/ith v/ig so minutely powdered, so rigid and so
vast, - could this be he v/ho, of late, v/ith sour
visage, and in snuffy habiliments administered, fer-
ule in hand, the Draconian lav/s of the Academy? Oh,
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gigantic paradox, too utterly monstrous for solution]
It is all in vain that v/e search through
the rather scandalous records of his fev/ months at
the University of Virginia for any religious state-
ments. The same is true of the time he spent in the
army and at West Point. V/e must now turn to his own
written works.
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III Poe’s acquaintance with and understanding of
the Bible as shown in his v/orks .
It is interesting to trace Poe’s
familiarity v/ith the Bible in the many allusions
that he makes to Bible History and Bible imagery.
Many of his greatest prose passages show a very
conscious imitation of Bible style. From reading
these one feels that Poe not only had a complete
knowledge of the Scriptures and understanding of
the Hebrew form, but also that he v/as filled v/ith
the spirit of this old literature, and the beauty
that is in it.
We need only to quote from tv/o of
Poe’s lovely little prose pieces to knov/ that he
had held communion v/ith prophets of the Hebrev/s.
The first of these, ’’Silence—A Fable”, v/as pro-
nounced by Prof. Harrison as ’’perhaps Poe’s most
1
majestic piece of prose”:
Then I cursed the elements v/ith
the curse of tumult, and a frightful tempest
1. New G-limpses of Poe-- J. A. Harrison
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gathered in the heaven, where, before, there had
been no wind. And the heaven became lived with the
violence of the tempest--and the rain beat upon the
head of the man--and the floods of the river came
down--and the river v/as tormented into foam--and
the water-lilies shrieked v/ithin their beds— and
the forest crumbled before the v/ind--and the thunder •
rolled—and the lightning fell- -and the rock rocked
to its foundation."
The second selection is from "Shadov/
—A Parable" introduced by a sentence from the Psalms,
Yea, though I v/alk through the valley of the shade?/.
"Ye who read are still among the
living; but I v/ho v/rite shall long since gone my way
into the region of shadov/s. For indeed strange
things shall happen, and secret things be knov/n,
and many cent'uries shall pass av/ay, ere these me-
morials be seen of men. And, v/hen seen, there
T/ill be some to disbelieve, and some to doubt, and
yet a fev/ iiho v/ill find much to ponder in the char-
acters here graven v/ith a stylus of iron."
Repetition and parallelism are evident
in all of his v/orks . In fact, it v/as his chief
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method of gaining effects. V/here but in the
writings of the Hebrev/s do v\;e find this style best
perfected and most characteristic. Let us look
at some of Poe’s Vi^orks which prove in this v/ay his
intimate knowledge of the Bible. From ’’The Pre-
mature Burial" v/e find this sentence as the closing
line, "they must sleep, or they v/ill devour us--
they must be suffered to slumber, or we perish."
From his poetry, hov/ever, are the finest examples
of this, and though they are too numerous to quote
here, let us look at a fev/ of the best of these.
First from "The Raven", his best knovTn poem:
"Eagerly I v/ished the morrov/; --vainly I had
*
sought to borrov/
From my books surcease of sorrow--sorrow
for the lost Lenore--
For the rare and radiant maiden whom the
angels name Lenore--
Nameless here for evermore."
Any stanza from "Ulalurae" would show as well as
this one Poe’s use of repetition:
"Thus I pacified Psyche and kissed her,
.Aad tempted her out of her gloom
And conquered her scruples and gloom;
I;
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And v/e passed to the end of the vista,
But v;ere stopped ty the door of a tornb--
By the door of a legended tomh;
And I said— ’Y/hat is v/ritten, sweet sister
On the door of this legended tomo?’
She r epli ed- - ’ Ul3'lnnie““'Ul3-luiiie
-
’Tis the vault of the last Ulalurnel’
Parallelism construction is found
in ^’The Coliseum”:
"Here, where a hero fell, a column falls I
Here, where the mimic eagle glared in gold,
A midnight vigil holds the sv/arthy bat I
Here, where the dames of Rome their gilded
hair
Waved to the v/ind, nov; wave the reed
and thistle I”
In almost everything Poe has
viritten one can find the influence of Bible
literatiare. In some cases such as in "The Tale
of Jerusalem" and the "Sssay on Palestine”
close
Biblical study is evident. In his "Narrative of
A. G-ordon Pym" we find devout utterances
through-
out. It has been found that from the one hundred
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and seventy gatlierings in "Pincikadia” more than one
third are more or less closely related to religion;
and from the tliree hundred articles in "Marginalia"
» I
about one-fifth are religious in spirit or reference
Occasionally in his letters we
find references to the scriptures. Prom a letter
to -P, If. Thomas in YAich he refers to his friend,
Jesse E. Dow, who was at the time in sore need of
money v/hich Poe owed him, he said, "Remember me
kindly to him and tell him I believe that dunning
is his one sin—although, at the same time, I do
not think it is the unpardonable sin against the
1
Holy Ghost spoken of in the Scriptures".
He has given but little evidence
that he was attracted' by the beauty and grandeur
of the life and teachings of Christ. He v/as
not a social being, nor a person of broad sym-
pathies, which fact may account for this. Or
as I have suggested before, he may have kept
silence reverence before that which his sensi-
tive nature held as the most sacred. The follov/ing
"H:u:ii’ is the finest reflection that we can find;
1. Life and Letters of Edgar Allan Poe
-J. Harrison
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»'At morn- -at noon—at twili^rht dim--
Marial thou has heard my hymn!
In joy and v;oe--in good and ill
—
Mother of God, he with me still I
When the houi's flev; brightly hy,
And not a cloud obscured the sky,
My soul, lest it should truant be.
The grace did guide to thine and thee;
Nov/, when storms of fate overcast
Darkly my Present and my Past,
Let my future radiant shine
7/ith sv/eet hopes of thee and thine.”
Not only in his style and allusion
does he shov/ his familiarity v/ith Hebrew literatua-e,
but also in his subject matter. Many of the Hebrev/
v/riters wrote to show the victory of the v. ill over
death. In ”]\Iesmeris Revel a.t ion”
,
”The Facts in the
Case of M. Valdemar” and ”V/ords V/ith A Mimmy”,
Poe is citing cases in v/hich the soul is kept in
the body. He has many cases of inco.rnation--
”The Oval Portrait”, ”L/Ietzengerstein”, ”morella”,
”Ligeta”, and ”A Tale of the Ragged Mountain”
show incarnatiqnj.n- a picture, in a horse, in a
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nev/-born infant, in a dead woman, and in a man
respectively.
The Hehrev/s also stresses in their
literature the conse.uences of evil-doing and
divine judgment. Poe uses these same ideas in
"The Black Cat", "The Tell-Tale Heart", "The
Imp of th-. Perverse", "A Cask of i'jnontillado"
,
and
many others.
The reason that I believe Poe*s
Knowledge of the Bible to be an intimate one is
that all his quotations, allusions, and his phrasings
differ enough from the text to lead us to believe
that he culled them from his memory.
V/illiam Mentzel Forrest, professor of
Biblical History and Literature in the University?-
of Virgainia, has recently made an exhaustive study
of Poe^s Biblicisms; and in the appendix of his
book, "Biblical Allusions in Poe", he has placed
in parallel columns all the allusions, suggestions,
and phrases with the corresponding Bible texts.
This is an enormous and convincing work and proves
without a doubt, according to Prof. Forrest, that
Poe, more tlB.n any other American author, was aided
1 V. u
i
(
f
f V
r
u
and inspired by
of the Hebrews,
and reflections
his tales, poems
his acquaintance with the writings
and that these allusions, quotations,
are found in all of his works--
,
criticisms, essays, letters, and
every bit of miscellaneous writing.

IV Religious beliefs asserted in his criticisms
and reviews.
V/e may look at some of Poe’s Less-
known works for further enlightenment. Often his
belief in the Bible, his aversion to scepticism,
and his assurance of the immortality of the soul
are asserted in his criticisms and reviews. He
1
once commended a college inaugural address because
he said it showed "a vein of that truest of all
philosophy of the Christian”.
He one time reviewed John Loyd
Stephen’'s ’’Incidents of Travel in Egypt, Arabia,
Petroea and the Holy Land”. This book was a
record of travels in a land of ^vaste and desert
places, and a land filled with shadows of Biblical
knowledge. Poe’s review v/as written for a
religious magazine and was said to be so orthodox
that it was praised by the clergymen of the day.
He said in part, look upon the li teralness
of the understanding of the Bible predictions as
an e ssential feature in prophecy--conceiving mi-
mut§flfegs„of detail to have been but a portion of
1. The inaugural address of the President of
Hampden -Sydney College.
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ths providential plan of the Deity for bringing
more visibly to light, in after ages, the evidence
of the fulfillment of his v/ord .that in many
striking cases, the words of the prophets have been
brought to pass in every particular of a series
of minutiae, whose very meaning was unintelligible
before the period of fulfillment, is a truth that
few are so stubborn as to deny. Me mean to say
that, in all instances, the most strictly literal
interpretation will apply'*^.
In reviewing Zanoni, Poe says,
"All that is truly great in Bulwer’s imaginary
doctrines of Rosicricians is stolen from the
pure precepts of our holy religion". At
another time he says, "l^^now ledge of nature adds
to our knowledge of G-od, and Macaulay’s assertion
that theology is not a progressive science is
declared to be false and misleading". Again,
Poe says, "That we kno ; no more to-day of the
nature of the Deity, of its purposes, and thus
of man himself, than we did even a dozen years ago,
is a proposition disgracefully absurd. ’If natural
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philosophy*'
,
says a greater than Mac auley, ^ should
continue to "be improved in its various branches,
the bounds of moral philosophy v/ould be enlarged
also^. These words of the prophetic IJewton are
felt to be true, and will be fulfilled.”
Although Poe often criticized Long-
fellow harshly, yet his comments on "Excelsior”
are interesting in connection v^^ith our subject.
”It depicts the earnest, upward influence of the
soul an influence not to be subdued even in
death There is yet an immortal height to
be surmounted- -an ascent into Eternity. The poet
holds in view the idea of never-ending progress.”
This sentiment reminds us of the sentiment ex-
pressed in Poe’s ov/n poem, "Eldorado” .
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V Resolutions from his letters.
James A. Harrison, a professor at
the University of Virginia, has collected in the
second volume of his ^Life and Letters of Edgar Allan
Poe” letters written by Poe and letters written to
him. Among these are love letters, "business letters,
and letters to and from his literary contemporaries.
We may often gather from these deep personal feelings
and hints of his inner nature.
On August £0, 1635, Poe wrote a letter
to his second cousin, William Poe, in which he said:
"I sincerely pray God that the words
which I am writing may he the means of inducing you
to write with your brothers and friends and send her
that immediate relief which is utterly out of my
pov/er to give her just now," (This refers to l^Irs. Clemffl)
In 1836, he wrote a letter to his
literary friend, J. P. ICennedy, who had previously
v/ritten to encourage him when he was suffering with
an attack of depression:
friends in Richmond have received
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me with open arms, and my reputation is extending
—
expecially in the South. Contrast all this with
those circumstances of absolute despair in v/hich you
found me, and you will see how great reason I have
to feel grateful to Cod--and to yourself."
We may find innumerable letters in
which expressions sirailiar to this are used, and many
of his letters close with the words, "God bless you".
I may refer you to one written to F. W. Thomas on
1
May 25, 1642. Also to a letter to Thomas and Dow
written from Philadelphia, March 16, 1843. 7/e find
these words to Dow, "And nov; God bless you--for a
nobler fellow never lived". He alv/ays asked God^'s
blessing on Mrs. Clenisi in his letters to her. The
following words taken from one of these is character-
istic of them all: ”May God for ever bless you, my
dear, dear Muddy."
In a letter to Lowell, February 4,
1843, Poe wrote concerning a beautiful poem v/hich
1. Jesse E. Dow, author of "ironsides on a Seashore".
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he had recently seen and which was a veiled allegory
picturing voyages seeking a far-off island--Religion.
In a letter to Mr. Lowell v/ritten in
Hew York, July 2, 1844, in which he v;as replying to
Mr. Lowe 11 ’“s request that Poe send him his ov/n estimate
of his life, we find the following lines v/hich suggest
his thinking at this time:
"I cannot agree to lose sight of man
the individual in man the mass. I have no "belief in
spirituality ... .no one has really a conception of
spirit. ’Ve cannot imagine what is not the
unpart icled matter, permeating and impelling all
things, is God. Its activity is the thought of God,
which creates man and other thinking beings are
individualizations of the unpart icled matter. Man
exists as a ^person* "by being clothed with matter
(the part icled matter which individualizes him....
what ?;e call death is the painful metamorj,,hosis
)
Divested of the rudimental covering, the being
inhabits ^ space ^
,
--what we suppose to be the im-
material universe
,
--pas sing everywhere, and acting
all things by mere volition, cognizant of all secreta
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"but the nature of God^s volition, --the motion, or
activity, of the particled matter,”
These thoughts prepare us for his
later conclusions in 1846 which he expresses in
his "Eureka”.
In the only knowi letter which Poe
wrote to his wife v/e find these tender words:
”I shall he with you to-morrow....,
and he assured until I see you I v/ill keep in loving
memory yo’ur last words and your fervent prayer I”
"Sleep v/ell and may God grant you a
peaceful summer with yoi.r devoted Edgar.”
In a letter to Mi's . Marie Louise
Shew, who attended Virginia through her illness and
death, Poe wrote the follov/ing lines which show that
he had religious douhts:
"How can I believe in Providence
when you look coldly upon me? Was it not you who
renewed my hopes and faith in God?”
Tho "Annie” of Poe's letter to Annie
and his poem "For Annie” was a Mrs. Richmond of Lowell,
Massachusetts. Mrs. Clemm lived v;ith her sometime
after Poe’s deathC In his misery once after Virginia's
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death, he wrote to ^».rmie from Boston concernine; his
attempt to take- his own life. In the closing line
he said, ''Farewell—here and hereaft er--forever
your own
Eddy”
In another letter to iinnie he wrote,
"How shall I Be ever gratefull enough to God for
giving me in my adversity, so true, so Beautiful a
friend.
”
1
To Sarah Helen Vftaiman Poe wrote one
of hiB most fervent love letters which is undated,
But in it he continues to show that God and a future
life were more and more realities as he reached
maturity and as he tried to recover from his grief.
”Helen--my Helen--the Helen of a
thousand dreams. She whom the great Giver of all
good has pre-ordained to Be mine--mine only--if not
nov;, alas! then hereafter and forever in the Heavens.”
1. Sarah Helen Whitman I'as a poet living in Providence,
R. I. to vdiom Poe was engaged in 1848. Tlie engae,e-
ment. was Broken By interfering friends. But the re-
lationship vi/as an inspiration to Both. Mrs. Whitman
v/rote "Edgar Poe and his Critics” and several
poems related to him.
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Poe was hurt hy these v;orcLs in
Mrs. y/hitman^s letter: often I have heard it
said of you, ^He has great intellectual power, hut
no principle—no moral sense'". In reply Poe wrote
on October 18, 1846, this defense of himself:
"By the Grod who reigns in Heaven, I
swear to you that my soul is incapable of dishonor--
that, with the exception of occasional follies and
excesses vdiich I bitterly lament but to v/hich I have
been driven by intolerable sorrow, and v/hich are hourly
committed by others without attracting any notice v;hat-
ever--I can call to mind no act of ray life v/hich would
bring a blush to my cheel: --or to yours,"
In another letter to Mrs. If/hitman on
November 25, 1848, v/e find words which show his
sincere desire to make the most of his manhood:
"You say that all depends on my own
firmness. If this be so, all is safe--for the ter-
rible agony which I have so lately endured- -an agony
known only to my G-od and to myself- -seems to have
passed my soul through fire and purified it from all
that is weak. Henceforward I am strong--this those
who love me ihall see—as v/ell as those, who have
il

so relentlessly endeavored to ruin me. It needed
only some such trials as I have just undergone to
make me what I v/as horn to he, hy making me
conscious of my ov/n strength."
If necessary v/e might quote further
from, his letters to show that he linked in his
serious moments his thoughts of his friends with
his thoughts of God and Heaven.
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VI Suggestions from his poetry.
"I need scarcely observe that a poem
deserves its title only in as much as it excites by
elevation the soul." Poe--"Poetic Principle".
In Poe^s earliest years he seemed to
sense a certain joy in facing sorrow. One cause
which lent itself to this feeling was that fate
seemed against him, and in spite of all he could
do his soul must be destroyed. In 1627, Poe
published the edition called "Tamerlane" and Other
Poems". In this is found "The Happiest Day, The
Happiest Hour", written when Poe was eighteen. This
shov/s his attitude towards life:
"For on its wings was darh alloy.
And, as it fluttered, fell
An essence, pov;erful to destroy,
A soul that knew it v/ell."
In "Tamerlane", also, he shov/s himself
to be a martyr to fate, and reveals for himself his
own miserable destiny in this stanza from the 1627
edit ion
:
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nThe soul v^/hich feels its innate riglit--
The mystic empire and high pov/er
Given hy the energetic might
Of genius at its natal hour
V/hich knov/s (believe me at this time
When falsehood were a tenfold cri e
,
There is a power in the high spirit
To know, the fate it will inherit)
The soul which knov;s such power , will still
Find Pride the ruler of its v/ill."
This poem represents Tamerlane on his
death-bed making his confession to a friar and is in-
teresting to us for one other reason. At eighteen
Poe felt that Beauty was the one thing v;hich could
save his soul and restore him to life and Heaven. He
reveals this thought in the last stanza of ’’Tamerlane
as it ¥708 published in the repressed volume of 18 k ^ .
This differs considerably from the poem as it is found
in the later editions.
”’Tis a symbol and a token
Of V7hat in other worlds shall be, and given
In beauty by our God to those alone
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Who otherwise would fell from life and Hesven
Drev/n hy their heart's passion, and that tone,
That high tone of the spirit, which hath
striven,
Though not v/ith faith, v/ith Godliness, --
whose throne
With desperate energy 't hath beaten down
Wearing its own deep feeling as a crov^n.”
All through life Poe's kingdom of
Heaven was in the realm of beauty; and, as I have
sail before, it is by means of this avenue that v/e
can best find our way into Poe's religious soul.
"Annabel Lee" expresses no definite religious belief
but it is filled with sacred purity and spiritual
tenderness. I'll cuote only the third and fifth
stanzas of this poem, v/hich bring out these qualities
as, in fact, do all of them.
"And this was the reason that, long ago,
f
In this kingdom by the sea,
A wind blew out of a cloud, chilling
II
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My beautiful Annabel Lee;
So that her highborn kinsmen came
And bore her av;ay from me,
To shut her up in a sepulchre
In this kingdom by the sea.
But our love it v;as stronger by far from
the love
Of those who v;ere older than we
Of many far v/iser than v;e--
And neither the angels in heaven above,
IJor the demons dovm under the sea.
Can ever dissever my soul from the soul
Of the beautiful Annabel Lee.
This certainly represents a passionate
v/orld-cry of the immortal to the immortal and a belief
in a source of all things which creates the love to
reward the love.
Perhaps Poe^s best knovm poem is his
tribute to Mrs. Stannard in the little poen "To Helen"
and it represents an ideal vision of pure beauty. It
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confirras the oft-quoted words that "Poe stends
supreme in the absolute chastity of his every v/ord,"
and it meets his own reouirement for real poetry,
in that it elevates the soul.
Helen, thy beauty is to me
Like those Hicean barks of yore,
That gently, O^er a perfumed sea,
The weary, wayworn v/anderer bore
To his own nativ«^ shore.
On desperate seas long wont to roam.
Thy hyacinth hair, thy classic face,
Thy Haiad airs have brought me home
To the glory that was Greece
To the grandeur that was Rome
.
Lol in yon brilliant windov/ niche,
Hov7 statue-like I see thee stand.
The agate lamp within thy handi
Oh, Psyche, from the regions v/hich
Are Holy Land I
1
In his poem "For Annie" in which he
1. 7/ritten to Mrs. Richmond of Lowell, Massachusetts
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expresses his relief and deep sorrov/ on the death of
his wife, Virginia, we find a calm resignation to
death and the beauty and holiness in it. Also the
purifying effect which it has had on the author is
expressed here.
"Thank Heaven! the crisis
—
The danger is past.
And the lingering illness
Is over at last
—
And the fever called "Living"
Is conquered at last.
Sadly
,
I knoY/
,
I am shorn of my strength,
And no muscle I move
As I lie at full length—
But no matter!— I feel
I am better at length.
And oh! of all tortures
That torture the worst
Has abated— the terrible
Torture of thirst.
For the napthaline river
Of passion accurst:--
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L (irank of a water
That quenches all thirst .
This stanza refers to his passion
for drink which he could not control during his wife’s
long and trying illness. Day after day he suffered
all the pangs of her death only to live on in constant
dread. In the following stanzas there is an expression
of spiritual love and tenderness:
She tenderly kissed me,
She fondly caressed,
And then I fell gently
To sleep on her breast
—
Deeply to sleep
i?‘rom the heaven of her breast.
When the light was extinguished.
She covered me warn,
And she prayed to the angels
To keep me from harm.
Then the calmness and almost happiness
of the last stanza:
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But my breast it is brighter
Than all of the many
Stars in the sky,
For it sparkles with Annie--
It glows with the light
Of the love of my Annie
—
With the thought of the light
Of the eyes of my Annie.
And so through all of his works may
be traced this element of spiritual beauty. The
orthodox Christian may not call it religion, but I
feel sure that it is so recognized bj^- the Creator
of the beautiful— the beautiful in the world about
us and the beautiful in the soul of man. There is a
magnificent tenderness in his tribute to Mrs. Maria
Clemm, the poet^s aunt and his wife^s mother, which
shov/s the sweetness of his nature;
Because I feel that in the Heavens above.
The angels whispering to one another.
Can find, among their burning terms of love.
None so devotional as that of 'nyiother”.
Therefore by that dear name I long have
called you
—
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You who are more than mother unto me
And filled my heart of hearts, where death
installed you,
In setting my Virginia’s spirit free.
Most writers cite "The Raven" as proof
of Poe’s unbelief in a future existence. It is true
that "nevermore" is the refrain of this poem. It
represents the despair of his more solitary moods. Let
us not forget, hov/ever, that there is quite another
sentiment in his last poem, "Eldorado". I shall quote
only the first and last stanzas!
Gaily bedight,
A gallant knight
In sunshine and in shadow
Has journed long,
Singing a song,
In search of Eldorado
»t^ver the mountains
Of the moon,
Down the Valley of the Shadow,
Ride, boldly ride,"
The shade replied,
"If you seek Eldorado"
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Here we find courage and hope rather
than despair.
In Poe*s"Poetic Principle" he states
what he believes the true mission of real poetry to be;
"It is the desire of the moth for the
star. It is no mere appreciation of the beauty before
us, but a wild effort to reach the beauty above. In-
spired by an ecstatic prescience of the glories be-
yond the grave, we struggle by multiform combinations
among the things and thoughts of time^ to obtain a
portion of that Loveliness whose very elements,
perhaps, appertain to eternity alone.
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VII Resolutions from "Eureka"
,
In 1848, the year before Poe’s
death, he published "Eureka", which he considered
his greatest work, and which he desired to call a
prose poem. It is not read to-day except by scholars
who are doing research work, but it does give to us
the trend of Poe’s thoughts in his most mature years.
Life had become very serious to him after his
Virginia’s death. Mrs. Cleram, his faithful mother-
in-law, tells us that night after night she walked
up and down with him for hours while he tried to
think through the material for this study of the
universe. Often he talked to her of his convictions
concerning the mysteries of life. "Eureka", which
was the result of this inv/ard study, is, in part
at least, a spiritual autobiography of the poet.
He very nearly expresses his creed in the follov^ing
lines which I believe could not come from the pen
of an atheist:
By nature we imply merely, the lav/s
of nature. But with the very idea of God, omnip-
otent, omniscient, we entertain, also, the idea of
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the Infallibility of his laws. With Him there being
neither^past nor future- -with Him all being nov/--do
we not insult Him in supposing His laws so contrived
as not to provide for every possible contingency
except that it is at once a result and a manifestation
of his laws? each law of nature is dependent
at all points C.pon all other laws, and all are but
consequences of one primary exercise of the Divine
Volition. Such is the principle of the cosmogony
which, with all necessary deference, I here venture
to suggest and maintain."
Sherwin Cody believes that Poe
declares in "Eureka" his sympathy with Christ's words,
"The kingdom of God is within you". He finds this
thought in the following:
"No thinking being lives who, at
some luminous point of his life of thought has not
felt himself lost amid the surges of futile efforts
at understanding, or believing that anything exists
greater than his ovm soul that each soul is,
1
in part, its own God--its own creator."
1. Poe, the Creative Thinker-Sherwin Cody
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B«cause of this conclusion of Poe's,
many critics have accused him of pantheistic tendencies.
They forget that Christ said, "I and the Father are one".
This is no longer called pantheism. Poe, himself, re-
sented the charge of being a pantheist. Charles Fenno
Hoffman criticized Poe's theories in "Eureka" on the
grounds that they were pantheistic. In reply to this
criticism Poe wrote a letter to Mr. Hoffman:
"Were these misrepresentations made
for any less serious a purpose than that of branding
my book as 'impious' and myself as a pantheist, a
'polytheist', a pagan, or a G-od knows what, I could
have permitted this dishonesty to pass unnoticed,...."
Perhaps he has discovered by looking
into his own soul that it was divine; perhaps he
could see God there, and on making this discovery
he had cried "Eureka" and had written his conclusion,
"And now--this Heart Divine--What is it? It is our
own." Many another great poet has been inspired by
this same principle.
Poe's deep thought on Itiis subject is
shown by the proposition on which the s tucfy is based.
It reads as follows:
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’*In the Original Unity of the First
Thing lies the secondary Cause of all Things, with
the Germ of their Inevitable Annihilation.”
If we were to explain this we would
say that this Original Unity is God. He wills
matter into being and sends it forth from a center
to form the universe. When every particle gets
back to its original unity it disappears, or is
annihilated. Poe is not terrified by this for he
believes that since the soul is made up of divine
substances it will return to the unity from which
it came. Thus, in our limited way Poe says we are
identical with God himself, "This Heart Divine
—
What is it? Ijt our own .
”
People have erred in their judgment
of’Eureka” by criticizing it on the grounds of
genuine science. Here it falls short. Poe, though
he believed this work would bring him fame, asked
that it be considered as a poetic conception of
the universe. He did not claim to be a scientist
in the strict sense of the word, but he did claim
to be sincere in his reflections on life.
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We are particularly interested in the
fact that here Poe identifies his primodial particle,
the germ of all things, with the Deity. At least, we
may conclude from this that Poe is a believer in a
Divine Being.
We may quote further from this prose
poem to show that he continually refers to the volition
of God. Three paragraphs will show the religious
nature of this book:
"Each soul is, in part, its own God--its own creator;
in a word, that God—the material and spiritual God
—
now exists solely in the diffused matter and spirit of
the universe; and the gathering of this diffused matter
and spirit will be but the reconstitution of the
purely spiritual and individual God.
"Think that the sense of individual identity will be
gradually merged in the general consciousness; that mai
,
for example, will at length attain that awfully trium-
phant epoch when he shall recognize his existence as
that of Jehovah. In the meantime bear in mind that
all life—life—life w ithin life
,
the less within
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the greater
,
and all within the Spiri t Divine ,
'hffe believe in God. We may or may not believe in in-
finite space; but one belief, in such cases, is more
properly designated as faith, and is a matter quite
distinct from that belief proper, from that intellect-
ual belief, which presupposes the mental conception.”
From no other work may we find his
religious thoughts so thoroughly or so definitely
stated.
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Miscellaneous hints concerning roe^s belief in
the inrniortality of the soul.
The following infomation has been
gathered from various sources and shows a little light
here and there on our subject.
George hdward Woodberry, Poe’s
biographer, maintains that Poe was both a pantheist
and a materialist and refers to statements in "Eureka”
for his proof:
"V^hat Poe himself most prized in this
hypothesis (Eureka) was its pantheistic portion. The
sentence of Baron Bielfeld,—"Nous ne connaissons
rien de la nature ou do 1 ’essence de Bieu;—pour
savoir ce qu’il est, il faut etre Dieu m^el'had made
a deep impression on his mind early in life in
’Eureka* he translates it, ’We knov/ absolutely nothing
of the essence of God; in order to comprehend v/hat
he is, we should have to be God ourselves’, and he
immediately adds, ’I nevertheless venture to demand
if this our present ignorance of the Deity is an
ignorance to v/hich the soul is ev^erlastingly condemned
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My whole nature revolts^ he e^cplained,
^at the idea that there is any Being in the
1
Universe superior to myselfl^'’
Woodberry also says, "Essentially
Poe was a materialist .... he seeks to find out Ood
by searching matter; and even in adopting the radi-
cally spiritual idea of pantheism, he is continually
endeavoring to give it a materialistic form'.’
Mr. C. Alphonzo Smith in his book,
"Edgar Allan Poe—How to Know Him", criticizes
Woodberry ’s judgment of Poe and writes an admirable
defense of the poet. I shall here quote a few
sentences from this book:
"God and the Bible were fundamental
in his thinking."
"He lived in a sceptical age, an age
in which science seemed to be v/eakening the foundations
of long-cherished beliefs, and being himself enamored
of scientific hypothesis and speculative forecase,
Poe remained untouched by current forms of unbelief."
Mr Smith refers particularly to Mr.
Woodberry in the following selection:
1, Edgar Allan Poe—George Edward Woodberry
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”It is hard to understand what
Mr. Woodberry means when he records the fact that
Mrs. Moran read to the dying poet the fourteenth
chapter of St. John^s gospel and adds, »It is the
only mention of religion in his entire life.» If the
mere reading of the Bible to Poe, not by him, be con-
strued as a "mention" of his religion" in his life, v/hat
shall be said of his own familiarity with the Bible,
of his keen interest in Biblical research, of his
oft-expressed belief in the truth of the Bible,
or of his final and impassioned defense in "Eureka"
of the sovereignty of the God of the Bible?"
Dr. John J. Moran, who was the attending
physician at the time of Poe*s death, wrote a very
sincere paper v;hich he called "A Defense of Edgar
Allan Poe". He records here some of Poe^s words
while on his death bed. The following quotation
Dr. Moran does not maintain to be absolutely correct,
but is the same in effect:
"He who arched the Heavens and upholds
the universe has his decrees legibly written upon
the frontlet of every human being, and upon demons
incarnate .
"
1. The wife of Dr. Moran who attended Poe in his last
illness
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He also said, "Oh, my dear Lenore,
my dear Lenore I How long before I shall see my
dear Virginia?”
And his last words were a prayer!
"Lord have mercy on my soul!"
This noble defense of Dr. Moran ^s
convinces us that Poe’s last thoughts v;ere partly,
at least, religious in tone.
It is always possible to find ar-
guments for the other side,—for instance, Mary
Devereaux, on whom Poe called when he first went
to Philadelphia to live with his aunt, gives the
following account of Poe*s nature.
"His feelings were intense and he had
little control of them. He was not well-balanced.
He had too much brain. He scoffed at everything
sacred, and never went to church. If he haa had
religion to guide him he would have been a better
man."
Again she says, "He didn’t value the
laws of God or man. He was an atheist."
I believe Poe proves in his own
writings the injustice of these remarks. Miss
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Devereaux may have felt personal ill-feeling
towards Poe which led her to voice this unkindly
criticism. It is well for us also to keep in
mind the shameful fact that it was quite the
popular thing to discredit him in America for
years after the author *s death.
Even more disgraceful than this
testimony of Miss Deveraux is an article which the
Edinburgh Review published in 1859. I will quote
a few lines of this to sho¥7 v/hat an injustice was
done to Poe by a few personal enemies, especially
by those who were influenced by Rufus V/ilmot Griswold.
Mr. Griswold v;as Poe»s rival, yet
Poe had trusted him and requested that he should
become his literary executor. After his death,
hov/ever, Mr. Griswold exerted every possible effort
to misrepresent Poe’s life. Mr. Harrison tells
us that he wrote lies concerning Poe’s clothing,
his general behavior, and his relations with Mrs.
Whitman. It has taken many honest men to undo
this mischief and the task is not completed yet.
The Edinburgh article reads, in part, as follows:
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”E. A. Poe was incontestably one of
the most worthless persons of whom v/e have any record
in the world of letters**** he seems to have succeeded
in attracting and combining in his own person, all
the floating vices which genius had hitherto shown
itself capable of grasping in its widest and most
eccentric orbit * * * * the weakness of human nature
has, we imagine, its limit; but the biography of Poe
has satisfied us that the lowest abyss of moral
imbecility and disrepute was never attained until
he came and stood forth a warning for the time to
come . ”
Let us turn again to Poe’s own
v;ords which he wrote from time to time in a col-
lection of notes in "Marqinalie . " I have stated
before in this paper the large number of references
to religion which are found here. Three of these
articles will be sufficient to shov: the nature of
these "gatherings”, as Poe called them:
"Act IV
After reading all that has been
written and after thinking all that can be thought,
on the topics of G-od and the soul, the man who has a
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right to say that he thinks at all, will find himself
face to face with the conclusion that, on these topics,
the most profound thought is that which can be the
least easily distinguished from the most superficial
sentiment.
"Act VII
Until v/e analyze a religion, or a
philosophy, in respect of its inducements, independ-
ently of its rationality, we shall never be in condi-
tion to estimate that religion, or that philosophy,
by the mere number of its adherents: unluckily.
No Indian Prince has to his palace
More followers than a thief to the
gallows
.
"Article IX
A strong argument for the religion
of Christ is this—that offences against charity
are about the only ones that men on their death-beds
can be made—not to understand—not to feel—as crime."
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IX Conclusion
As v/e come to the end of this
investigation of Edgar Allan Poe»s religious
tendencies we are able to draw the folloviring con-
clusions :
First, the truths which we have found
and presented lead us to believe that Poe had a soul
which he felt keenly to be in some way related to
a Higher Power.
Secondly, by means of a careful and
sympathetic study of his works we have discovered
that the sensitive nature of Poe held sacred the
Beautiful in the world, and that this devotion to
Beauty flowed over into a worship of the Creator
of the Beautiful.
Thirdly, because of these two facts
Edgar Allan Poe became a spiritual being.
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X Sumnary
Let us suminarize briefly now the facts
which have been disclosed in the contents of this
paper for the purpose of revealing as far as possible
the soul of Edgar Allan Poe
.
His religious training in his youth
compared favorably with that of other well-bred
children, and we have every reason to believe that
his religious emotions were stirred by his church
association in the most natural way.
We have ample and convincing proof
that he was a Bible student throughout all of his life.
Not only do v^e observe this evident familiarity
with the Scriptures, but we believe by his constant
use of Biblical allusions that he must have loved
this sacred Book. This may in a measure account
for the absolute purity of his language. Edmund
Clarence Stedman was so interested in this phase
of Poe’s writing that he says the follovring:
""^here is not an unchaste suggestion
in the whole course of his writing, --a remarkable
fact, in view of his acquaintance with the various
^
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schools of French literature. His works are almost
too spiritual. Not of earth, earthy, their personages
meet with the rapture and co-absorption of disembodied
souls .
”
In his criticism and reviev/s he is
not afraid to commend those v/orks of religious nature,
and he is quick to detect an insight into the realms
of God. In his letters, too, we often have honest
and straightforward expressions of religious doubt
or of faith and hope in God.
In his poetry, it seems to me, Poe
shov/s his finest God consciousness though he seldom
mentions God. As Joseph Skipsey says in his preface
to Poe’s works, speaking of his love for Mrs. Stannard
as represented in his poem "To Helen”: "His love is
always a pure spiritual love—a love of the soul
rather than the body". I like also Poe’s own words
on this devotion to the Beautiful as we find them in
his "Philosophy of Composition”:
"The pleasure which is at once the
most intense, the most elevating, the most pure, is,
I believe, found in the contemplation of the Beautiful,
When, indeed, men speak of beauty, they mean precisely.
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not a quality, as is supposed, but an effect. They
refer, in short, just to that intense and pure
elevation of soul—not of intellect or heart—which
is experienced in consequence of contemplating the
Beautiful.
"
The greatest intensity of feeling
is found in his poetry, for here he expresses his
love, his doubts, his trials, his sorrows, his
bursting heart, and his meagre courage and hope.
Whatever the expression, it contains beauty and
fulfills Poe^s own requirement in that it elevates
the soul.
Quotations from "Eureka” have shown
us that Poe had spent much time in deep thought on
the subject of God and His universe, however con-
fusing or unimportant his conclusions may appear to
us now. We knov/ that he pondered seriously over the
mysteries of God^s world. Y/e know, too, that over
and over again, he states his belief in the pov/er
of God^s will here in the earth.
And, lastly, there are the hints and
suggestions from varied sources which bring their
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bit of light to our study. Vie find that Poe was
mistakenly pronounced a pantheist and a material-
ist; and we find that he has been misjudged because
he had literary enemies who took this way to repay
Poe, the critic, for facts in his reviews which had
not pleased them. This tempts me again to quote
from Edmund Clarence Stedman, who I am sure must have
taken this injustice very much to heart:
”I have said to my friends as they
sneered at the ill-managed life of one whose genius
could not exist but in union with certain infirmities,
that instead of recounting these, and deriding them,
they should hedge him round with their protection.
We can find more than one man of sense in a thousand,
but how rarely a poet with such a gift!”
Let us close this paper by recalling
a saying of Goe tie’s which has puzzled the literary
world since his day: "The beautiful is higher than
the good; the beautiful includes in it the good."
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